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Graphene has attracted tremendous interest in the fields of
materials science and biomedicine due to its extraordinary
physiochemical properties, such as mechanical strength, large
surface area, biocompatibility and chemically stability.[1–6] Significant progress has been made in the use of graphene for
bio-related applications, including biosensing through graphene-quenched fluorescence, graphene-assisted cell imaging,
and graphene-based nanocarrier for drug delivery and cancer
therapy.[7,8] However, the development of graphene-based biomaterials/devices for applications, such as biological detection and tissue engineering, is still in its infancy, requiring
the rational design and assembly of graphene or its derivatives to achieve novel functions.[9,10] Further integration of
the widely available graphene sheets as two-dimensional (2D)
nanoscale building blocks, into three-dimensional (3D) macroscopic assemblies and ultimately into a functional system is
essential to extend its biomedical applications.[9,11–13] Recently,
we reported that the graphene-based free standing honeycomb films synthesized via the “on water spreading” method
exhibited superior broad spectrum antibacterial activity, which
provided a low-cost facile strategy for the creation of such graphene assemblies and may serve as a useful architecture for
promising biomedical applications.[14]
Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are cells that have shed into
the vasculate from a primary tumor and circulate in the blood
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vessel,[15,16] and facilitate the spread of carcinomas.[17,18] The
detection and isolation of CTCs have recently become a topic
of interest in cancer research.[19,20] To date, several technologies, such as magnetic separation by capture-agent coated magnetic beads,[21] mechanical separation to isolate CTCs by size
difference,[22–24] and microfluidics-based cell capture through
enhancing cell-substrate contact frequency,[25–31] have been
developed for specific recognition and capture of targeted
CTCs. Recently, a silicon nanowire substrate coated with antibody targeting epithelial cell adhesion molecules (i.e., EpCAM),
has been successfully utilized to isolate EpCAM-positive CTCs
with high capture efficiency.[10,32] The mechanism of this relies
on the enhanced local topographic interactions between the
substrate and nanoscale components of the cellular surface
(i.e., microvilli and filopodia).[32–36] Such systems allow for
considerable increase in the contact frequency between substrate and target cells, thus enhancing the filtration and CTCcapture efficiency,[37–41] and enabling a variety of increasingly
sensitive and reproducible techniques for CTC detection and
therapy.[30,32,42,43]
Herein, we report a 3D hierarchical nanostructured graphene platform that uniquely combines microporosity with
immunoaffinity-driven cancer cell-capture nanostructure by
integrating 1) ZnO nanorod array grown on 3D free-standing
graphene foam, and 2) anti-EpCAM coating for recognizing/
capturing EpCAM-expressing cancer cells. The advantage
of this novel composite structure lies in its high density of
ZnO nanorods, which endows it with the ability to increase
cell-substrate contact frequency within 3D space, as well as
its microporosity, which allows normal red blood cells to
travel through but selectively captures CTCs due to the antiEpCAM modification. This is the first report describing the
use of newly engineered 3D free-standing graphene foam with
potential application for cancer cell capture. The graphene
foam was chosen as the macro-scaffold due to its chemically
inertness, mechanical strength, as well as the biocompatibility
and antibacterial property.[11] In order to increase CTC capture
efficiency, ZnO nanorods with excellent biocompatibility[44,45]
and easy modification with the antibody were employed as the
nanopillar array standing on the graphene foam. The resultant
nanometer-scale ZnO nanorods topography on the graphene
foam substrate was demonstrated to show enhanced interactions with cells, as the ZnO nanorods significantly increased
the local ratio of cell affinity molecules to cells. Our results
show that CTC-capture yields of more than 80% can be
achieved through the use of our fabricated 3D graphene composite macroscopic structures.
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing and configuration of the formed free-standing reduced graphene oxide composite foam (rGO/ZnO foam). a) Schematic
drawing of the preparation of the free-standing rGO/ZnO foam; b) Photograph of self-supporting rGO/ZnO foam; c) SEM image of free-standing rGO/
ZnO foam; and d) SEM image of the ZnO nanorods on the rGO/ZnO foam (inset: magnified ZnO nanorods).

The fabrication of this novel 3D hierarchical graphene
cell-captured foam (rGO/ZnO foam) is illustrated in
Figure 1a. Firstly, a piece of nickel foam (NF) (1.0 mm thick)
was immersed in a suspension of GO (2.2 mg/mL), and the
resultant GO/NF was then dried under the room temperature.
During the drying process, the GO sheets were deposited on
the framework of the nickel foam surface. The resultant GO/
NF composite foam was further reduced by the N2H4 vapor
to form rGO film on the surface of the nickel foam. The
removal of Ni foam from the rGO/NF was then performed by
immersing the rGO/NF in hydrochloric acid (2 mol/L) at 80 °C
for 10 h, before keeping it at room temperature overnight. It is
noted that the resultant rGO foam is self-supporting after the
removal of the nickel foam. This is because after the GO was
reduced to rGO, the strong interactions of adjacent graphene
sheets in the graphene film ensured the firmness of the rGO
network, which would keep the graphene foam self-supporting.
Upon obtaining the self-supporting graphene foam, we deposited ZnO nanorods on its surface through an aqueous solution
growing method (see experiment section), and the rGO/ZnO
foam remained self-supporting after the process (Figure 1b).
The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of rGO/ZnO
foam surface clearly showed that the rGO/ZnO foam had a 3D
inter-penetrating porous structure with pore sizes in the range
of hundreds of micrometers (Figure 1c), which successfully preserved the structure of the nickel foam. The micropores allow
large entities such as some kinds of cells to pass through which
render it suitable for cell separation. The magnified SEM image
in Figure 1d showed that the graphene foam surface was modified with densely packed ZnO nanorods of diameters between
40–60 nm and lengths within 1–2 μm. In addition, XRD data
(Figure S1) confirms that the ZnO nanorods are highly pure
crystals of the hexagonal wurzite-type.
In order to improve the CTC capture efficiency, we further coated this novel 3D rGO/ZnO foam with a cancer-cell
capture agent (an epithelial cell adhesion molecule antibody,
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anti-EpCAM) using a method similar to previous reports.[32]
Generally speaking, after growth of the ZnO nanorods on the
graphene scaffold, a photocrosslinker was affixed onto the ZnO
substrate via photochemical reaction. The photocrosslinker,
sulfosuccinimidyl 6-(4′-azido-2′-nitrophenylamino) hexanoate
(sulfo-SANPAH) contained at one end a succinimidyl ester
group, which reacted with ∼NH2 group of streptavidin in order
to attach it onto the surface of the rGO/ZnO foam. Biotinylated
anti-EpCAM was then introduced onto the streptavidin-coated
substrate prior to the cell-capture experiment (as shown in
Figure 2a). It was deduced that the final hierarchical 3D graphene foam containing ZnO nanorods coated with CTC capture antibody (anti-EpCAM) would provide a higher local ratio
of cell affinitive nanopillars to targeted cells than the planar
surface in the following cell capture process, and thus exhibit
outstanding cell-capture efficiency when employed to isolate
viable CTCs from artificial-blood samples.
To test the cell-capture performance of the rGO/ZnO foams
with anti-EpCAM coating (rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam), an
EpCAM-positive breast-cancer cell line was employed as a
model system. Specifically, the MCF7 breast cancer cells[46] in
cell culture medium (Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium,
DMEM) was used. The MCF7 cell suspension (105 cells/mL,
0.3 mL) was introduced onto the rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam
(1.5 cm in diameter), which was then placed in a commercial
cell chamber slide (2.2 cm × 2.2 cm) and kept in an incubator
(5% CO2, 37 °C) for 30 min. As control experiments, the flat
glass substrate, the pure rGO foam produced through same
modified process, and the rGO/ZnO foam without anti-EpCAM
coating were also examined in parallel. After rinsing, fixing, and
nuclear staining with 4′, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), a
blue fluorescence, the substrate-immobilized cells were imaged
and counted using a fluorescence microscope.
Then the cell capture abilities on the different substrates
were compared. From Figure 2c, the clear blue dots represented cells on focal plane and indistinct dots represented
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ZnO foam (Figure 2b). Thus, the successful
modification of the substrate with an antibody that targeted epithelial cell adhesion
molecules was indispensable for high yield
cell capture. Although glass and rGO foam
substrates were treated with anti-EpCAM
coating via same process, they still exhibited
low cancer cell capture efficiency. The above
results suggested that the largely enhanced
cell capture ability of the rGO/ZnO/antiEpCAM foam was the combined result of the
antibody modified nanopillars with increased
cell-substrate contact frequency and the 3D
graphene foam with microporosity. We also
used SEM to study the morphologies of the
substrate-immobilized cells, by fixing the
samples with 4% glutaraldehyde followed by
dehydration treatment.[47] The typical morphologies of cells captured on the rGO/ZnO/
anti-EpCAM foam clearly displayed the fully
outspread pseudopodia attached to the ZnO
nanorods (Figure 2e), indicating the sufficient contact and efficient adhesion between
cells and substrate. The summation of these
results provided solid evidence that our 3D
rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam yielded largely
enhanced capture efficiency through the
modification of nanopillars, which provided a
higher local ratio of cell affinitive antibody to
targeted cells.
As both graphene and ZnO possess good
biocompatibility[4,45] and electrical properties,
the rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam is highly
suitable for use as a CTCs detector. To test
Figure 2. a) Grafting of biotinylated epithelial-cell adhesion-molecule antibody (anti-EpCAM)
onto free-standing rGO/ZnO foam; fluorescence micrographs of b) rGO/ZnO foam, and this hypothesis, a rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM
c) rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam which MCF7 cells were captured (staining with 4′, 6-diamidino- foam device was first put on a glass substrate
2-phenylindole (DAPI), blue fluorescence); d) the cell capture number on the different sub- (as shown in Figure 3a). The uncoated grastrates (*P<0.05 compared with pure rGO foam, n = 5); and e) SEM image of MCF7 cell being
phene area was then passivated with Tween
captured on rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam.
20, to prevent non-specific binding between
substrate and the cells. Finally, the rGO/
ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam was incubated with 105 cells/mL of
cells at different focal planes that are out of focus (Figure S3),
MCF7 for CTC detection. As shown in Figure 3b, the relative
from which it can be deduced that the rGO/ZnO foam comresistance of the device increases with time due to the gradual
prises vast 3D space for CTC capture. The experimental results
increase in the number of EpCAM-positive MCF7 cells captured
demonstrated that the rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam (Figure 2c)
by the rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam. This may be ascribed to
captured a significantly large amount of cells, as compared to
the rGO/ZnO foam without antibody coating
(Figure 2b). As shown in Figure 2d, the cell
capture yield showed a slow increase in the
sequence: glass, rGO/foam, rGO/ZnO foam,
suggesting that the enhanced local topographic interactions between the substrate
and the cellular surface with the increasing
surface area. However, only rGO/ZnO/
anti-EpCAM foam showed a significantly
enhanced cell capture ability, i.e. a capture of
up to 13 times more cells than the flat glass
Figure 3. a) Schematic drawing of electrical measurements of rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam
substrate (Figure S4a), about 10 times more during CTCs capturing. b) Relative resistance change of rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam versus
cells than the pure rGO foam (Figure S4b), time following in DMEM (black, square), and MCF7 cell in DMEM (red, triangle) at 37 °C and
and about 5 times more cells than the rGO/ 5% CO2.
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Figure 4. Quantitative evaluation of cell-capture yields. a) Schematic drawing of targeted CTC capture from blood sample; plots of cell-capture number
with b) different capture time ranging from 5 min to 30 min (foam thickness: 1 mm) and c) different foam thickness ranging from 1.0 mm to 5.0 mm
(incubation time: 30 min).

the presence of MCF7 cells on the foam surface, producing
an elevation in electrode impedance that increases with cell
number and the degree of cell adhesion.[48] This implies that
our rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam will give useful applications
in CTC capture, detection, and diagnosis.
Based on the above experimental results, we believe that
this 3D graphene composite foam, compared to the current
microfluidic-based devices,[30] has the following advantages: i) it
is an easily fabricated CTC capture device, ii) its free-standing
3D architecture increases the cell contact frequency in all directions, and hence iii) no vertical flow of CTC samples needs to
be induced in order to ensure complete contact of the samples
with the substrate, unlike current chaotic mixing channels.[30]
In order to further verify this hypothesis, we employed this 3D
graphene composite foam as a syringe filter to test the capture
efficiency of this novel but facilely constructed device, as shown
in Figure 4a and Figure S5. As shown in Table S1, the number
of red blood cells, white blood cells and platelets in fresh blood
does not change significantly before and after passed through
the rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam.
The performance of this novel 3D rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM
foam was further investigated through the use of artificial
blood samples (Figure 4a), based on different sample incubation time and tunable foam thickness. A series of artificial CTC
blood samples with volume of 1 mL was prepared by spiking
mouse blood with MCF7 cells labeled by the red fluoresence
CellTracker™, at densities within 2000–2200 cells/mL in blood.
Prior to cell capture studies, we confirmed EpCAM expression
levels on the cell lines using flow cytometry. In the first study, the
cell-capture performances of the rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam
(1.5 cm in diameter) with fixed 1 mm thickness with different
incubation times was examined using EpCAM-positive cancer
cell lines (MCF7) (Figure 4b). Since shrinkage of the blood cells
were observed with treatment time longer than 30 min in our
experimental conditions, the times of study were chosen to be
between 5 min and 30 min. Interestingly, we noticed that the
number of substrate-immobilized cells was less than 50 within
the initial 5 min, but the amount of captured cells increased
linearly with increasing incubation time (Figure 4b). At the
incubation time of 30 min, the cell-capture yield of rGO/ZnO/
anti-EpCAM foam was able to reach up to 58%. In the second
study, in order to investigate the effect of the rGO/ZnO/antiEpCAM foam thickness on the cell-capture yield, we performed
cell-capture experiments with rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foams of
thicknesses 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm, respectively. The minimum
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foam thickness required for optimal capture yield is required
to be compatible with cell-protrusion lengths of tumor cells.[49]
In our case, the size of cancer cell is about 20 μm in diameter,
which is much smaller than the thickness of the foam used.
As shown in Figure 4c, the number of captured cells increased
with increasing foam thickness. This observation suggested
that the enhanced 3D local topographic interactions is due to
the synergistic interplay of various characteristics of the rGO/
ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam, including but not limited to thickness.[50] When thickness of the anti-EpCAM-coated rGO/ZnO
foam reaches 5 mm, the cell capture yield was more than 80%,
indicating that our approach showed vastly improved capture
yield compared to those observed for the commercialized technology (average yield: 37%).[51] This implies that the rGO/ZnO/
anti-EpCAM foam can be used for potential CTC capture device
for the clinical blood samples. In short, we believe that this
specific recognition and capture capability of hierarchical nanostructured surfaces will be very useful for applications in cell
capture, detection, and diagnosis.
In conclusion, we reported a high-yield cancer cell-capture
filter based on novel 3D graphene composited foams. We
demonstrated that it can successfully capture cancer cells
from blood spiked with MCF-7 cells due to the enhanced local
topographic interactions between the 3D nanostructured substrates and extracellular extensions, in addition to specific antiEpCAM/cell adhesion molecule biological recognition. It is conceivable that our filter-like foam can provide a convenient and
cost-efficient alternative for CTC sorting in clinics. Integrating
microfluidic components on the membrane filter and making it
a lab-on-a-chip device for characterization of single cells will be
a very powerful tool for cancer research. The impact of this cell
capture platform may even go beyond CTC sorting, potentially
benefitting the diagnosis of early diseases that are currently
being detected by means of cell-capture technologies.

Experimental Section
Preparation of Free-Standing Reduced Graphene Oxide Composite Foam
(rGO/ZnO Foam): Graphene oxide (GO) was prepared from natural
graphite powder (Sigma, 45 μm) via a modified Hummers method.[52,53]
Upon obtaining the GO water suspension, the nickel foam (NF) was
used as a template for the fabrication of the graphene foam. The NF
sheets (diameter: 1.5 cm) were immersed in a GO suspension (CGO =
2.2 mg/mL). The NF containing GO suspensions were subsequently
transferred into the autoclave, with 10 μL hydrazine monohydrate
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as to collect as much blood from each cardiac cycle as possible and not
collapse the heart. Using this technique, approximately 0.7 to 1.0 mL
of blood was collected. The collection of blood samples from all the
sampling sites on each animal was carried on in less than seven minutes
by assistance of two technicians, and the blood samples were processed
in K3-EDTA tubes with 8–10 times inversion for analysis, immediately
after blood was collected. After that, cell suspension was loaded into a
syringe (as shown in Figure S5), which is connected to the top of rGO/
ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam directly. Another empty syringe was connected
to the bottom of rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam chamber. Sample was
dispensed to traverse through the foam filter manually by pushing the
plunger of the top syringe. The flow-through was collected by the bottom
syringe. After the sample has been passed through the rGO/ZnO/antiEpCAM foams, the number of CTCs with fluorescent labelling could be
readily counted by using flow cytometry (BD LSRII). Table S1 summarizes
the number of red blood cells, white blood cells and platelets (obtained
by Beckman Coulter AC.T DiffTM Analyzer) of fresh mouse (C57BL/6)
blood which passed through the rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam. As shown
in Table S1, the number of red blood cells, white blood cells and platelets
in fresh blood does not change significantly before and after passed
through the rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam. This implies that the rGO/
ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam is with good biocompatibility and can be used
for potential CTC capture device for the clinical blood samples.
For flow cytometry experiment, stained cells were analyzed with Accurri
on Dickinson (BDTM) LSRII flow cytometer. Analysis of flow cytometry
results were performed with Flowjo software. For CTC detection, cells with
fluorescent staining were analysis analyzed by flow cytometry (LSR II from
BD Biosciences). Results were analyzed by the Flowjo software.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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added. Next, the autoclave was heated at 90 °C for 16 h to obtain the
reduced rGO/NF. The removal of NF from the rGO/NF was performed
by immersing rGO/NF in hydrochloric acid (2 mol/L) at 80 °C for 10 h
before keeping it at room temperature overnight. Finally, the released
rGO foam was rinsed and dialyzed several times with deionized water
to remove residual acid and metal ions. The ZnO nanorods were
prepared via a modified method from literature;[54] specifically, grown
in aqueous solution containing 25 mM zinc nitrate hydrate and 25 mM
hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA), at 90 ºC for 6 h.
Binding of Biotinylated Anti-EpCAM to rGO/ZnO Foam (rGO/ZnO/
Anti-EpCAM Foam): 3-Aminopropyl-tris(trimethylsiloxy)-silane (ATTS), a
kind of amine-functionalized silane, was deposited onto rGO/ZnO foam
by the vacuum vapour method. The cleaned substrates were placed in an
air-tight desiccator containing one drop of ATTS. The desiccator was set
under vacuum conditions for 2 h. As a consequence, the ATTS molecules
were organized in a layer with their free amino groups away from the
substrate. 1 mM sulfosuccinimidyl 6-(4′-azido-2′-nitrophenylamino)
hexanoate (sulfo-SANPAH) in 50 mM HEPES (pH 8.5) was applied onto
the nanostructured graphene foam under UV (365 nm) light illumination
for 12 min, after which the foam was washed with 50 mM HEPES (pH
8.5) 2 times before use. The foam was further treated with 10 μg/mL of
streptavidin (SA) in PBS solution for 30 min at room temperature,[26]
leading to its immobilization onto the foam (Supporting Information,
session 2), before being flushed with PBS to remove excess SA. After
binding the SA onto the foam, 25 μL biotinylated anti-EpCAM (10 μg/mL
in PBS with 1% (w/v) BSA and 0.09% (w/v) sodium azide) was dropped
onto the foam and incubated for 30 min before washing with PBS.
Cancer Cell Capturing Test: The rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam was
placed in a suitable chamber, into which 1 mL of cell suspension
(105 cells/mL) was loaded. After incubating the device setup for 30 min
at 37 °C and 5% CO2, the substrate was gently washed with PBS for
at least 5 times. The captured cells were fixed with 4% PFA in PBS
for 20 min, followed by further treatment with 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS
for 10 min. The captured cells were then stained by DAPI for 5 min. The
number of captured cell could be estimated by recording the number of
clear blue dots (staining with DAPI, blue fluorescence) represented cells
on focal plane and indistinct dots represented cells at different focal
planes that are out of focus (Figure S3). By constructing the 3D images
from the images of different confocal planes, which were at the same
xy observation position, we could count the number of the cells at one
observation position.
Electrical Measurements of rGO/ZnO/Anti-EpCAM Foam During CTCs
Capturing: We put the rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM foam on glass substrate,
and built a incubated chamber, and then we use Pt wire as the electrodes.
We use the epoxy glue to encapsulate the part of Pt wires which was
in the DMEM (as shown in Figure 3a). The rGO/ZnO/anti-EpCAM
foam was incubated in 0.1% Tween 20 for 1h before measurement, to
passivate uncoated graphene area. In order to compare with the optical
microscopy results, the density of and MCF7 cell was determined to be
105 cells/mL. All electrical measurements were conducted in DMEM
under 37 °C and 5% CO2 (schematic drawing of the devices shown in
Figure 3a) using a semiconductor characterization system (Keithley
4200-SCS).
Cancer Cell Capture from the Artificial CTC Blood Sample: For ease of
detection, MCF7 were stained with red fluorescent dye (CellTracker™
Red CMTPX (Ex/Em: 577/602 nm)) before being spiked into the blood
samples. The artificial CTC-containing blood samples were prepared by
spiking 10 mL mouse (C57BL/6) blood with pre-stained MCF7 cells,
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cells/mL. Male and female C57BL/6 mice ranging from ages eight to
ten-weeks old were allowed to acclimate in the animal housing area for
about one week before experimentation. During this acclimation period,
animals were fed a standard diet and allowed unlimited access to food
and water. All mice received humane care in accordance with the Guide
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. All the procedures were
carried on under standard laboratory conditions at room temperature,
22 °C. Blood samples were collected from heart, in succession from
anesthetized mice. The plunger of the needle was then gently aspirated
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